The main scientific objective was to build an astrometric and multi-wavelength-catalogue gathering all known QSO's named Large Quasar Astrometric Catalogue (LQAC). This catalogue was also useful to help for the construction of the optical catalogue reference frame (LQRF-A. Andrei et al., 2009 ) , to complete optical data for radio sources from the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF2-. Gontier et al, 2009 ) and for the preparation of an input QSO catalogue for GAIA mission.The creation of this catalogue was also interesting for studies like the link between QSO's radio position and optical positions, the analysis of QSO neighbourhood, their distribution in space and their color magnitude diagrams.
The main technical objective was to compile the largest QSO catalogues following the astrometric precision of each catalogue in decreasing order. For each QSO, its original catalogue was kept and a specific processing was done to detect the right or wrong double identifications. To our compiled set of catalogues we added only QSO from Veron and Veron (2006) catalogue which were not identified. We added also magnitude from large star survey catalogues (2mas, GSC2.3, B1.0) to complete magnitude information whenever it was necessary. To control our procedures we worked with two differents softwares (home Fortran programs and virtual observatory tools) and two differents teams working on the same original catalogues taken one by one and with the same compilation strategy
LQAC Catalog
The final catalogue LQAC was constructed with the compilation of 12 large QSO catalogues (optical and radio) and includes 113666 quasars, 5 radio fluxes (1.4Ghz, 2.3Ghz, 5.0Ghz, 8.4Ghz, 24Ghz), 7 photometric magnitude visible (u, b, v, g, r, i, z) , 2 infrared magnitude (j, k) and the redshift value. The accuracy of the QSO sources was at the level of the milliarcsecond for sources from ICRF and not worse than 2 arc seconds for sources from Hewitt and Burbidge catalogue and Veron and Veron catalogue. The name of the catalogues and their contents are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . After the construction of this catalogue, we have written an article on it in Astronomy and Astrophysics which has been published this year (Souchay, et al. 2009, A&A 494, 799-815) . 
Conclusion
We are now preparing a new version of LQAC (LQAC2.0) to improve the catalogue. We will resolve the wrong double qso (300 pair of QSO's are in LQAC, their double status being doubtful). We will add some picture associated to each QSO and we will improve the homogeneity of magnitudes..We will also add a criterion of source geometry (for instance near star form than galaxy form). The VO tools used for the LQAC were useful to get and to study catalogues (Aladin,VizieR), to make crossmatching of sources (Topcat) and to manage, distribute the LQAC file catalogue easily (Topcat). However, these tools are a little limited for instance to get the data from very large catalogues, to make some complex cross-matching. Moreover we have found difficulties to get the magnitude system photometric used in the magnitude of sources in VO tables. 
